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ABSTRACT
(1) Overview
The actual economic theories are based on money as the unit of accounting, measuring and exchange. Even
natural resources are normally monetized by a given exchange rate in a given money system (Dollar, Euro or else).
Instead of any monetary numéraire this paper discusses the use of the necessary amount of energy for producing
the common and capital goods as a really measurable physical unit as the numéraire for any given macro economy. It sets
a real and measurable characteristic of all kind of economics as the numéraire.
This puts a real measurable physical unit below the glue of all price labels. It sets a definition of any given
economy in a real physical unit below the price level for the accounting of the GDP.
This now allows to describe the phase out of running the economy out of stock (of fossil fuels as the driver of the
economy) and to describe the unavoidable need to describe and follow the necessary path of phasing in to an economy
running and driven on and by a continuously available source of energy (instead of surprisingly running out of stock of
fossil fuels as the driver of the economy).
This method makes the limits of growth measurable and predictable by physical real world constrains and
evolves the economic theory to a real world based definition.

(2) Methods
This paper discusses the usage of energy as the numéraire instead of using a given currency. Energy here means
only the productively used part of the total energy used in that given economy.
Using the productively used energy part of the total energy consumption as the numéraire of any given economy
means in other words having a unit of a real physical characteristic of a macro economy.
Why energy as numéraire?
Because the energy could be seen as ‘the’ core production factor since it is contained in every single step of
economic doing. Without energy to do each single step of all kind of production processes there is no doing at all.
Without the flow of energy there is no economy possible. By this method it is possible to really measure and also to
predict in physical units the size of any given economy by its total amount of productively used energy.

(3) Results
An economy totally based on the availability of fossil fuels is not only limited in the total maximum size
(maximum peak output of fossil energy) but also limited on a given time period (maximum total output of fossil energy).
The limit is twofold. It is on the one hand the maximum available fossil fuel in a shorter time frame for being
used for running the economy (producing goods) and on the other hand the limit is also the maximum total size over a
longer timeframe because of the limited total available fossil fuels to be used and therefore describes the maximum
timespan of this fossil fuel energy based economy.
Using the energy as the numéraire of the economy means to have a defined scale for the real measurable
description of the core characteristic of any given economy, a scale for the amount of energy used to produce all kind of
capital and common goods of to deliver services.

Switching to a renewable energy resource is nothing but switching from a limited economic fuel (maximum total
output of fossil energy) to an unlimited economic fuel (with no maximum total output of the renewable energy in sight
from a human perspective).

(4) Conclusions
This is a qualified step forward since it is now possible to argue, to measure, and to define the limits of growth
for an economy running out of stock of fossil fuels.
It is now possible to exactly define and predict the limits of growths for an economy driven by the out of stock
fuel, namely fossil fuels and/or nuclear fuels as well.
With energy as the physically defined and measurable numéraire below the price label glue of neoclassical
economic theories it is now possible to argue in physical units about the pure need of phasing out the out of stock
economy and to phase in to an economy run by renewable energy.
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